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A B S T R A C T

For crystalline-silicon (c-Si) solar cells, the interdigitated back contact (IBC) structure has been long known as an
efficient way to approach the theoretical limit of efficiency. However, the complexity of fabricating this kind of
devices as well as the high dependence on expensive vacuum systems pose concerns about their commercial
potential. Here, we demonstrate a novel c-Si IBC solar cell featuring dopant-free heterocontacts for both pola-
rities, i.e. a solution-proceeded PEDOT:PSS film as hole-transporting layer (HTL) and an evaporated magnesium-
oxide film as electron-transporting layer (ETL). Our innovatively buried ETL method provides substantial sim-
plification on the architecture and fabrication of the IBC cells and makes it possible to adapt solution-proceeded
HTLs while keeping good passivation in gap regions. The IBC solar cell shows an efficiency of 16.3%, with a
promising short-circuit current density (Jsc) up to 38.4 mA/cm2. A thorough simulation concerning the influence
of pitch size, surface recombination rate (at ETL and gap regions) was conducted, revealing a readily achievable
Jsc of 41mA/cm2 and a PCE beyond 22%. Our findings demonstrated a feasibility of using solution method to
fabricate high efficiency dopant-free IBC solar cells.

1. Introduction

Routine improvements have led to exceptional success of crystalline
silicon (c-Si) solar cells, demonstrated by a new record power conver-
sion efficiency (PCE) of 26.7% from an interdigitated back contact (IBC)
solar cell combining with advanced heterojunctions (HJs) [1]. The IBC
structure has been long known as an efficient way to avoid shading
losses and enable full-area passivation on front side because all elec-
trodes are placed on the non-illuminated rear side. Meanwhile, the HJs
comprising bilayer films of intrinsic amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and
doped a-Si:H play another important role of passivating contact or
carrier-selective contact (CSC). The two-fold designs of IBC-HJs are
responsible for the highest efficiency by now and could be the possible
roadmap towards 29.4%, a theoretical efficiency limit for single junc-
tion c-Si solar cells. However, such solar cells suffer from complex
processing in patterning discrete contacts to the rear side as well as
extremely high facilities investment (more than 4 times to the current
mainstream technique). This severely hinders the industrialization for
high volume production. In addition, parasitic electrical and optical
losses inherent to the doped layers restrain further promotion on

efficiency. Thus, a few activities have been moved to seeking simplified
solutions, such as implementation of high-performance IBC-HJs solar
cells via dopant-free manner.

Functional thin films with high/low work function (WF) have thus
been paid much interest in c-Si solar cells for the formation of dopant-
free hole/electron-selective contacts. Most of the functional materials
can be deposited via low-temperature and/or solution-based proces-
sing, such as spin-coating or thermal evaporation, providing big po-
tentials in both doping elimination and procedure simplification
(especially for IBC-HJs) [2,3]. So far, poly(3,4-ethylenediox-
ythiophene):polystyrene (PEDOT:PSS) [4,5] and transition metal oxides
(TMOs), such as molybdenum oxide (MoOx) [6,7], tungsten oxide
(WOx) [8] and vanadium oxide (V2Ox) [9], all with high WFs have been
successfully demonstrated as hole-transporting layers (HTLs). Mean-
while, low WF materials including titanium oxide (TiOx) [10,11],
magnesium oxide (MgOx) [12,13], lithium fluoride (LiFx) [14], etc.
have always been served as electron-transporting layers (ETLs). Due to
ease of processing, tailorable optoelectronic properties, facile integra-
tion of conducting polymers [15], PEDOT:PSS/Si heterojunction solar
cells, especially for the structure of FrontPEDOT:PSS, have been
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emerging with a fast promotion of PCEs from below 10% to beyond
16% [16]. Regardless of this distinct advance, development of IBC-like
PEDOT:PSS/Si solar cells is beneficial to circumvent the barriers that
are relevant to the front-sided PEDOT:PSS layer, including parasitic
absorption, poor anti-reflection and inferior coating quality upon the Si-
textures [17–19]. However, proven feasibility of solution-processed
PEDOT:PSS/Si IBC solar cells is pending. Knowledge regarding the rear-
sided partial HTLs with PEDOT:PSS and the matched ETLs, as well as
the integration of those contact materials in the c-Si solar cell archi-
tectures, is still in its infancy. Therefore, experimental attempts can
help us to understand this novel device in more details at the aspects
including interfaces, contact ratios, processing related issues, etc., di-
rectly guiding the evaluations and designs of high-performance dopant-
free IBC-HJs cells.

Here, aiming at the achievement of high efficiency IBC-type or-
ganic/Si heterojunction solar cells via a low-temperature processing
and dopant-free manner, a new device structure with hole-selective
contacts of PEDOT:PSS/Si and buried electron-selective contacts of
MgOx/Si was developed. With optimizing the contact properties for
both polarities and the pitch ratios between them, our IBC device
achieved a PCE of 16.3%, with an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 581mV,
a fill factor (FF) of 73.1% and a short-circuit current density (Jsc) of
38.4 mA/cm2. This result fully demonstrated that high-performance
IBC-HJs solar cells can be even made of spin-coated and evaporated
materials, exempting the heavy dependence on high-temperature
doping or expensive chemical vapor deposition processes. Furthermore,
a prospective PCE exceeding 22% for the PEDOT:PSS/Si based IBC cell
was predicted once the surface recombination rate at ETL/Si interface
can be reduced below 100 cm/s.

2. Results and discussion

As shown in Fig. 1a, the n-type c-Si wafer with front-sided pyramids-
texture was selected as the substrate for construction of our IBC solar
cells. On the front surface, Al2O3 and SiNx films were deposited as
passivation and an anti-reflection layer. The PEDOT:PSS/Ag and MgOx/
Al structures were interdigitated on the rear surface of the c-Si, serving
as hole- and electron-selective contacts, respectively. We wrapped up
the MgOx/Al contacts with a polymer layer before spin-coating the
PEDOT:PSS film (Fig. 1b). Thus, the PEDOT:PSS/Ag contacts covered
the whole rear surface of the device except for the busbar that was
connected with the MgOx/Al electrode and must be kept open for
testing. Fig. 1c shows a cross-sectional SEM image of one back-contact,
while Fig. 1d–f exhibit the corresponding magnified images collected
from the white-square regions marked in Fig. 1c (from left to right).
From Fig. 1d, one can clearly see that the MgOx layer together with the
capped Al electrode have a total thickness of around 1μm. The MgOx/
Al portion was well wrapped by a polymer film. Meanwhile, this
polymer layer does play another two important functions, i.e. isolating
the HTL and ETL regions with gaps and protecting the underneath
Al2O3 layer (pre-deposited for surface protection) from etching during
the area-opening (for deposition of HTLs). Fabrication process please
refer to Fig. S1. The survived Al2O3 layer thus provide sufficiently high
quality of passivation to the gap regions, which is crucial to obtain high
efficiency IBC solar cells. Fig. 1e and f show a good coverage, even at
the boundary area between HTL and the polymer, of PEDOT:PSS film
on the entirely bared c-Si surface. This is very important for achieving
high quality of passivation at HTL regions. Due to the shield effect
during the spinning coating process, the thickness of PEDOT:PSS film
near the gap region is thicker than that on other areas, reaching at
about 100 nm.

According to the location of the PEDOT:PSS film in a device, the
hybrid solar cells can be categorized as three types: Front-PEDOT
(Fig. 2a), Back-PEDOT (Fig. 2b) and IBC-PEDOT (Fig. 2c). For
straightforwardly understand the optical and electrical losses of these
three types devices, the J-V curves and the photovoltaic (PV)

performance are shown in Fig. 2e and Table 1, respectively. One can
find that the Front-PEDOT and Back-PEDOT devices possessed rela-
tively higher Voc of about 620mV, compared to that of IBC-PEDOT
(581mV). We note that the lower Voc of the IBC-PEDOT is partially
ascribed to high resistivity of Si wafer (1–10Ω cm) we chosen. It was
reported that the Voc of PEDOT:PSS/Si hybrid solar cells has a positive
correlation with the doping concentration of Si substrates [20]. While
the Si substrate with higher bulk resistance is better for construction of
IBC device due to higher lifetime [21]. The other reason that re-
sponsible for the high Voc of both Front-PEDOT and Back-PEDOT solar
cells is the utilization of a-Si:H(i)/a-Si:H(n) as ETL. Actually, our IBC
device with ETL of MgOx can only provide a moderate level of passi-
vation. Even so, the IBC device still received a high PCE of 16.3% due to
the highest Jsc of 38.4 mA/cm2, in comparison with 31.8 and 34.9mA/
cm2 for the Front-PEDOT and Back-PEDOT devices, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 2f, the Front-PEDOT device shows the lowest EQE value
and the highest overall reflection. While the IBC-PEDOT device shows
much better EQE almost over the whole useful wavelength range, in-
dicating superior light harvesting and carrier collection efficiency. The
Jsc losses are calculated according to the experimental results (more
details are shown in Fig. S2) and correspondingly presented in
Fig. 2d1–3. The optical losses caused by electrode shade, reflection and
parasitic absorption are clearly noted. Besides, the recombination
caused losses are assessed by subtracting the optical losses from the
gross Jsc losses (assuming the best Jsc value of 44mA/cm2) [22]. So, the
recombinative losses for Back-PEDOT, Front-PEDOT and IBC-PEDOT
device are estimated as 1.5, 1.9 and 5.5mA/cm2, respectively.

It is well known that a good ETL should has not only good passi-
vation, but also low contact resistivity (ρc). The MgOx layer is applied as
ETL here mainly due to its convenience for processing, good stability
and moderate passivation [12]. To investigate the ETL of MgOx layer
used here, a series of planar Front-PEDOT solar cells with varied
thickness of MgOx films were fabricated. The schematic diagram of this
kind of device is shown in Fig. 3a. Two corresponding TEM images
collected from the black-square regions at the front and the back in-
terfaces are exhibited in Fig. 3b and c, respectively. From Fig. 3b, we
can obviously see a thin silicon oxide (SiOx) layer existing between the
c-Si and PEDOT:PSS. The presence of SiOx layer has been proven as a
key factor for better passivation at the PEDOT:PSS/Si interface [23].
While for the vacuum proceeded MgOx, no distinguishable silicon oxide
layer exists at the interface of MgOx/Si (Fig. 3c). Nevertheless, a
moderate level of passivation was provided by the MgOx film on the Si
surface, supporting by the minority carrier lifetime mapping on the
symmetric structure of MgOx/n-Si/MgOx (Fig. S3). The average min-
ority carrier lifetime of the sample is about 20 μs, which corresponds a
calculated surface recombination velocity of 621 cm/s. The Voc and Jsc
as a function of the thickness of MgOx films are shown in Fig. 3d, while
the relevant evolutions of FF and ρc are shown in Fig. 3e. One can see
that the Voc (Jsc) increases quickly from 559 (25.8) to 591mV
(27.3 mA/cm2) for the thickness of MgOx ranging from 0 to 0.6 nm, and
then keeps near a constant with the thickness up to 1.8 nm. This result
indicates that a moderate passivation of MgOx layer can be quickly
obtained when the thickness is large than 0.6 nm. With further in-
creasing the thickness of MgOx film, the contact resistivity was dra-
matically increased from 15 mΩ⋅cm2 at 0.6 nm to ~ 1500 mΩ cm2 at
3 nm, leading to severe deterioration in the FF. A full trend of J-V curves
along with the MgOx thickness is shown in Fig. S4. One can see that a
very thin MgOx layer, i.e. 0.2, 0.6 or 1.2 nm can help to get Ohmic
contact properties, possibly owing to the Fermi level depinning effect.
While the further increase of the thickness will cause a large resistive
barrier for electron tunneling. Therefore, considering the balance be-
tween the passivation quality and the resistive losses, a thickness of
MgOx film among 0.6–1.2 nm will give the best PCE (see Table S2).
Thus, 1 nm-thick MgOx film is selected for constructing IBC devices.

Planar IBC solar cells with HTL of PEDOT:PSS and ETL of MgOx

were then fabricated, as schematically shown in Fig. 4a. In order to
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study the effect of pitch sizes on the PCEs, the ratio of HTL:ETL:gap was
fixed at 48%:32%:20% [24]. The PV performance of our planar IBC-
PEDOT cells is listed in Table 2. With decreasing pitch from 1000 to
100 μm, the Jsc raises from 28.8 to 35.0 mA/cm2, the Voc decreases
slightly by about 15mV, while the FF almost keeps at a stable value of
71%. As a result, the PCE of the device increases from 11.8% to 14.4%.

In order to well understand above-mentioned phenomena, carrier
transport properties of IBC device should be investigated. As shown in
Fig. 4a, since the HTL interdigitated with ETL on the rear side, photo-
generated minority carriers (holes in n-type Si) above HTL have a large
probability be transported to HTL and directly contribute to the Jsc.
While holes above the noncollecting region (including ETL and gap
portions) have a large probability to be annihilated firstly if the ETLs
with poor passivation were used [25,26]. Meanwhile, broad width of
noncollecting region will extend the average lateral distance for holes
transport and increase the probability of recombination [21]. There-
fore, increasing the width of ETL region (the width of ETL increase from
32 μm to 320 μm along with the increase of pitch in Table 2) will de-
crease the final collection probability of holes to HTL and lead to a low
Jsc. The relations between PV parameters and the pitch sizes under
three different passivation levels, i.e. poor (SETL = 106 cm/s), moderate

(SETL = 1000 cm/s) and good (SETL = 10 cm/s), were simulated and
showed in Fig. 4b–d, respectively, where SETL is the surface re-
combination rate at ETL. From the results, we can clearly see that the
PCEs of the devices with poor ETL passivation are always limited by the
extremely low Jsc, showing a value below 11% for all the pitches. While
for the good ETL passivation, all the PV parameters can be maintained
at a quite high level, with Voc, Jsc, and PCE of 650mV, 38mA/cm2 and
20%, respectively. In term of the moderate passivation case with SETL of
103 cm/s, the Voc, Jsc and PCE have a significant dependence on the
pitches. The Jsc declines with the pitch size very quickly while the Voc

increases slowly, and the best PCE occurs at the smallest pitch. The
simulated evolution trends for the moderate passivation case are well
consistent with those of the experimental results of IBC-PEDOT devices
with 1 nm MgOx film. This is reasonable because the Seff for our 10 nm
MgOx on c-Si is around 621 cm/s. We should note here that the simu-
lated PCEs are slightly higher than those collected from experiments
because the overestimated FF of 80% in simulation.

In IBC-PEDOT cells, the photogenerated carriers that are mainly
located at the front surface must be transported to the rear side and
then be collected by the HTL and ETL electrodes. This is well different
to the conventional double-sided junction solar cells, in which a

Fig. 1. The structure of PEDOT:PSS/Si based IBC-HJs solar cell. (a) Schematic of the IBC-HJs device. (b) The cross-sectional view of the back-contact region. (c)
Corresponding SEM images of the back-contact region. (d–f) Magnified SEM images of the white-square region in (c) from left to right, respectively. Scale bars, 10μm
in (c) and 200 nm in (d–f).
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relatively poor rear-sided passivation may not cause significant influ-
ence on the Jsc. In IBC-PEDOT, however, lack of or insufficient passi-
vation is likely to lead to the decrease of Voc as well as Jsc. Poor pas-
sivation in gap regions would result in recombination of carriers before
they are collected at the junction [27]. The difference in carrier
transport channels for the passivation-free and the Al2O3-passivated
gaps are schematically shown in Fig. 5a. In order to quantitatively
analyze the influence of gap passivation on the PV performance, cor-
responding simulation with varied Sgap and SETL are exhibited in
Fig. 5b, c and d, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5b–d, the importance of
gap passivation on the PV performance is fully displayed, especially
when SETL< 103 cm/s. In other words, when the ETL regions are
passivated beyond moderate level, the gap passivation plays a decisive
role in the performance of our IBC-PEDOT device. For example, as SETL
= 10 cm/s but Sgap = 104 cm/s, the Jsc, Voc and PCE will still be quite
poor as 29.4 mA/cm2, 548mV and 12.6%, respectively. In addition, we
can draw another conclusion that the Jsc, Voc and PCE all can be kept at
a nearly high constant value when SETL< 102 cm/s for each de-
termined Sgap, and then decreases quickly when the SETL increasing

from 102 cm/s to 105 cm/s. Except for the planar IBC-PEDOT device,
the IBC-PEDOT device with pyramids-texture on the front side was also
simulated and shown in Fig. 5b–d. With the same Sgap of 5 cm/s, ap-
plying the pyramids-texture on the front surface will predict a Jsc up to
41.6 mA/cm2 and PCE exceeding 22.4%. At last, our best experimental
results at this stage are marked as yellow stars in Fig. 4b–c, pointing out
a relatively large space for promotion of the PCE. Future research will
be emphasized on how to reduce the SETL and improve the FF.

3. Conclusions

In summary, we have fabricated a PEDOT:PSS/Si heterojunction all-
back-contacted (IBC-PEDOT) solar cell with efficiency over 16.3%. We
successfully demonstrated a reasonable design of buried ETL method
that not only substantially simplifies the architecture and fabrication of
back-contacted silicon solar cells, but also makes it possible to adapt
solution-proceeded HTL and keeps a good passivation in the gap region.
Although the optimized ETL of 1 nm-thick MgOx film in this work can
delivery moderate level of passivation and acceptable contact

Fig. 2. Comparison of the three kinds of PEDOT:PSS/Si heterojunction devices. Schematics of (a) Front-PEDOT, (b) Back-PEDOT and (c) IBC-PEDOT devices. (d1–d3)
Corresponding Jsc losses estimated by experimental results. (e) Light J-V curves and (f) Reflection and EQE spectra for the three kinds of devices.

Table 1
Photovoltaic characteristics of the three kinds of PEDOT:PSS/Si heterojunction solar cells.

Samplesa Voc
b (V) Jscb (mA/cm2) FFb (%) PCEb (%)

Front-PEDOT 0.622 (0.619 ± 0.007) 31.8 (31.9 ± 0.4) 71.8 (70.2 ± 1.7) 14.2 (13.9 ± 0.2)
Back-PEDOT 0.617 (0.615 ± 0.006) 34.9 (34.7 ± 0.3) 72.6 (71.4 ± 1.2) 15.6 (15.2 ± 0.4)
IBC-PEDOT 0.581 (0.576 ± 0.007) 38.4 (38.4 ± 0.3) 73.1 (71.3 ± 1.4) 16.3 (15.8 ± 0.4)

a Data and statistics based on five cells of each condition.
b Numbers in bold are the champion values of each condition.
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Fig. 3. Optimization of MgOx film. (a) Schematic of a planar Front-PEDOT device with rear-sided MgOx film. TEM images for (b) PEDOT:PSS/Si interface and (c) Si/
MgOx/Al interface. (d) The Voc and Jsc as a function of MgOx thickness. (e) The FF and ρc as a function of MgOx thickness. The scale bars in (b) and (c) are both 5 nm.

Fig. 4. Influence of intercontact pitch and ETL passivation to photovoltaic properties of IBC-PEDOT solar cells. (a) Schematic structure of the simulated planar IBC-
PEDOT device. (b–d) Simulated data of Jsc (b), Voc (c), PCE (d) as functions of pitches and SETL. Sgap = 5 cm/s.
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resistance, it is still insufficient. At last, a thorough simulation of the
influence of pitch, SETL and Sgap on the PV performance revealed that
the PEDOT:PSS/Si heterojunction IBC solar cell with pyramids-texture
can be readily pushed to a high level with Jsc exceeding 41mA/cm2 and
PCE beyond 22% once the surface recombination rate of ETL can be
controlled below 100 cm/s.

4. Experimental section

4.1. IBC-PEDOT solar cells fabrication

Double-side polished, Czochralski, n-type (1–10Ω cm) wafers with a
thickness of 250 μm were directly used to fabricate planar IBC-PEDOT
solar cells. Randomly pyramids-textured wafers were prepared through
immersing one-side of Si wafer into 80℃ mixed solutions with 2.5%
KOH and 1.25% isopropanol for 15min, while protecting the other side
by a homemade tool. The processing flow for fabricating IBC-PEDOT
cells can refer to Fig. S1. Firstly, after cleaning the wafers by a standard
RCA1/2 [28] and removing native silicon oxide by a 4% HF solution, a

15 nm Al2O3 thin film was deposited as passivation layer by atomic
layer deposition (ALD) system, and then an 85 nm-thick SiNx film for
pyramid-texture device and a 70 nm-thick Al2O3 film for planar device
was deposited as anti-reflection layer by plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) and E-beam evaporation, respectively. The
devices were then annealed at 450℃ in nitrogen atmosphere for 30min
to fully activate the passivation capability of ALD-Al2O3 thin films.
Secondly, the photoresist (AZ 5214) patterns for ETL/Al were fabri-
cated by photolithography and the corresponding Al2O3 film above ETL
patterns was removed by 4% HF. Thirdly, 1 nm MgOx film and 1 μm Al
film were deposited by E-beam evaporation in sequence, and then the
ETL/Al electrode was formed after lift-off process using acetone.
Fourthly, a 3–4μm photoresist patterns wrapped around the ETL/Al
electrode was formed through photolithography, and the corresponding
Al2O3 thin film at the open regions was removed by 4% HF. At last,
PEDOT:PSS (PH 1000 from Clevios) solution mixed with Triton-100
(0.25%) and dimethyl sulfoxide (5%) was spin coated on the rear side of
device at a speed of 3000 rpm and annealed at 120℃ for 10min, after
that a 200 nm Ag film was deposited on the PEDOT:PSS film by E-beam
evaporation.

4.2. Front-back contact solar cells fabrication

Both of Front-PEDOT and Back-PEDOT devices in Fig. 2 used one-
side randomly pyramids-textured wafers. After cleaning and removing
native oxide, 5 nm a-Si:H(i) layer and 10 nm a-Si:H(n) were deposited
on the polished-side for Front-PEDOT and pyramid-side for Back-
PEDOT, respectively, through PECVD system. And then 200 nm Al was
deposited on the a-Si:H layer by thermal evaporation for Front-PEDOT,

Table 2
Photovoltaic performance of planar IBC solar cells with different pitches.

Pitcha (μm) Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%) PCE (%)

100 0.572 ± 0.015 35.0 ± 0.7 71.7 ± 2.0 14.4 ± 0.3
200 0.561 ± 0.011 33.1 ± 0.9 71.1 ± 1.0 13.2 ± 0.5
500 0.581 ± 0.013 30.5 ± 1.5 71.7 ± 0.7 12.7 ± 0.9
1000 0.589 ± 0.006 28.8 ± 1.4 69.4 ± 3.2 11.8 ± 0.7

a Data and statistics based on five cells of each condition.

Fig. 5. Influence of gap passivation to PV properties of IBC-PEDOT solar cells. (a) Schematic illustration of holes transmission above gap region without passivation
(left) and with passivation (right). (b–d) Simulation of Jsc (b), Voc (c), PCE (d) as functions of Sgap and SETL. The pitch is 100 μm, the yellow stars represent
experimental data.
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while 80 nm In2O3:W (IWO) film was deposited on the a-Si:H layer by
reactive plasma deposition system for Back-PEDOT. After that, both of
them were covered with PEDOT:PSS film. At last, a Ag grid electrode
(200 nm) was thermally evaporated on the top side of both devices by a
metal mask, and a 200 nm thick Ag film was deposited on the rear side
of Back-PEDOT device. For the planar Front-PEDOT in Fig. 3, the pro-
cessing flow is same as pyramid-texture Front-PEDOT solar cell except
for the replacement of a-Si:H with E-Beam evaporated MgOx film as
ETL.

4.3. Characterization

The morphological analysis of the samples was conducted by SEM
(Hitachi S-4800) and TEM (Tecnai F20). Light J-V curves of solar cells
were measured under a simulated AM 1.5 spectrum sunlight illumina-
tion and with a 0.5 cm2 effective illumination area through a mea-
surement mask. The reflectance spectra as well as the EQE were mea-
sured on the platform of quantum efficiency measurement (QEX10, PV
Measurements), and we adjusted the beam spot of testing light to
0.7×0.7 cm2 as well as added a white light bias of 0.1 Suns when we
measured EQE. The I-V curves of contact resistance were measured by a
Keithley 4200-scs semiconductor parameter analyzer. The minority
carrier lifetime was measured by a microwave photoconductivity decay
system (WT-2000 μPCD, Semilab).

4.4. Simulation method

In the simulation, firstly, we utilized Lumerical Finite Difference
Time Domain (FDTD) software to calculate 2D generation rate map of
the entire structure of 200μm thick silicon substrate. And there were
two different top surface structure in simulation, one was pyramids-
texture with 15 nm Al2O3 and 60 nm SiNx and another was planar
surface with 85 nm Al2O3. Secondly, the generation rate was introduced
into the Lumerical DEVICE software, and through adjusting the re-
combination of each interface, we calculated a series of photovoltaic
performance. In DEVICE simulation, the detailed parameters were set as
following: Substrate was n-type silicon with 3ms bulk lifetime and the
dopant concentration was chosen as 1015 cm−3. The diffusion para-
meters of p++ region were chosen as p-type dopant and the con-
centration was set at 1×1016 cm−3. This corresponds a Vbi of 660mV
forming at the PEDOT/Si interface [29,30]. While the n++ region was
set as n-type dopant with a concentration of 1×1015 cm−3. The sur-
face recombination velocity of HTL/Si interface and front Al2O3/Si
interface were set as 500 and 5 cm/s, respectively, according to the
experimental results in Table S1.
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